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ABSTRACT
Vision provides the pilot with approximately 80% of information concerning his motion and position in space. Contrast sensitivity is
very important for the ability to recognize details in visual field. Changes in blood distribution caused by +Gz acceleration lead to
typical changes in vision quality and therefore to changes in contrast sensitivity.
LBNP method was used to simulate acceleration-induced changes in the blood supply of the human body. The test was done on 28
military pilots. The LBNP examination was accomplished as an exposure to the negative pressure level of -70 mmHg with achievement of this value in one second. The pilots were examined in sitting position.
Contrast sensitivity was tested twice: Before the load, and after the first minute of LBNP load.
Statistically significant results of contrast sensitivity changes in the first minute of LBNP load were obtained and the deterioration of
vision was proved.

Introduction
High level of the long lasting acceleration with an extensive
gradient of the acceleration onset belongs to the flight
specificity of modern agile aircrafts. Changes in blood
distribution caused by +Gz acceleration lead to typical changes
in contrast sensitivity. An objective assessment of contrast
sensitivity deterioration under Gz load is of great importance.
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Method
The study was done on 28 healthy volunteers-active pilots of
the Army of Czech Republic.
Simulation of +Gz
LBNP method was used to simulate acceleration-induced
changes in the blood supply of the human body. The LBNP
examination was accomplished as an exposure to the negative
pressure level of -70 mmHg with achievement of this value
within one second.
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Results

The Wilcoxon test was performed for each spatial frequency.
Results are shown in table.
Spatial
frequency

N

T

Z

p-level

1.5

28

27.50

0.49

0.624835

3

28

49.00

0.22

0.826091

6

28

0.00

3.62

0.000293

12

28

15.00

2.74

0.006134

18

27

8.00

2.79

0.005214

Conclusions
LBNP device developed in IAM
Contrast sensitivity test

Contrast sensitivity examination
Contrast sensitivity was tested by means of Vistech Consultants
(USA) VCTS (visual contrast test system) charts . Each subject
was tested twice.
The first test was taken prior to LBNP exposition, and the
second one after one-minute LBNP load.

Results from our testing demonstrated the significant
impairment of contrast sensitivity on higher spatial frequencies
during the orthostatic load. Our study confirmed substantial
similarity of LBNP load influence on blood pressure regulation to
+Gz acceleration load. It is possible to use LBNP as a method
of visual changes evaluation during +Gz load.
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